
‘I always do what I want’
Astrid Svangren on her search for sensory precision in
painting, her love for Sappho’s poetic fragments, and the
importance of being hard on yourself as an artist.

By Christine Antaya  20.05.20  Interview  Artikel på svenska

Astrid Svangren in her Copenhagen studio. Photo:
Malle Madsen.

I last took the train across the bridge from Sweden to Denmark in late
February. I got off before my stop, just to wander a bit among the old brick
buildings on the way to the more industrial part of Amager where Swedish
artist Astrid Svangren’s studio is located. I was meeting her for a
conversation before the opening of her exhibition at Anna Bohman
Gallery in Stockholm in March. After COVID-19, the exhibition was
postponed, first until May and then again until August. Due to travel
restrictions, Copenhagen became a mirage on the horizon, and our
conversations continued over the phone.

When I arrived at the studio, there were piles and bags with different
materials everywhere. A net was hanging from a half-finished painting
and a stick with mussels on it leaned against a wall. Svangren graduated
from Malmö Art Academy in 1998, and among her early figurative works
are watercolours of girls. In 2009, she was one of two artists to inaugurate
the new Moderna Museet in Malmö (the other was Luc Tuymans). By
then, she had developed an installation-based approach in which textiles,
plastic, and other light materials are used for a painting practice that can
be executed spatially or on a surface. It’s still about colour – about
painting – but in a physical and tactile manner that includes sifting
through collected materials. 
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Svangren moved to Copenhagen the same year that she exhibited at
Moderna Museet, after a few years in Malmö and Berlin. She has been
represented by Christian Andersen since 2010 and has also shown at
galleries in New York, London, Stockholm, and Turin. In recent years, she
has had a number of exhibitions at Danish institutions, such as Gl.
Holtegaard last summer.

Going through my notes from our conversations, I notice the
reoccurrence of phrases like “hard work,” “a long, long process,”
“difficult and arduous.” Svangren seems to be drawn towards the
challenges posed by painting and by exhibition settings where a room
needs to be solved. An attraction to resistance is also present in her
continuous attempts to distil something exact and agile from an inert or
viscous material. Or, in her own words, “the inertia of your mind when
you’re trying to remember something simple, like a scent or a bike ride.”

Astrid Svangren in her Copenhagen studio. Photo:
Malle Madsen.

Would you want to live in your studio?



Yes. I’ve thought about that a lot. Not as in setting up a folding bed in the
corner, but having a home that can function as a studio. If it were up to
me, I would be working all the time. I’m always doing something, my
hands are always at work. I’m not the kind of artist who puts it to the side.
I mostly use what I have handy. I collect things and I’m given stuff and buy
stuff. The materials I use may look delicate, but they aren’t really. I like a
certain brittleness, assembling, breaking, mending. This fragility can be
quite powerful. It means being close to the works, they stay with me,
accompanying me.

Has that always been the case, that art seemed like a way of living, or was
there a particular period or person that made you realise that?

I think it was just always like that. When I was maybe 16 years old I
decided to become an artist. I saw art as a way of living, as an opportunity
to avoid normalcy. I knew that was what I needed. Sure, you have to give
up on certain things. Being an artist won’t make you rich. But when I’m
working I become calm and happy. It makes me a better person.

Nina Roos was my teacher at the art academy for three years and now
we’re close friends. To meet an artist of such integrity and consistency,
not showy at all, at that young age was very important. That tenacity is
something we share. I always do what I want. She showed me that was
important. That art is the work you do every day, not all that other stuff.

Has that approach been useful now, when much of society and the art
world have come to a standstill?

What’s going on in the world is terrible, but it hasn’t been difficult for me
personally. I’m used to working alone and in isolation. In a way, it’s a relief
that everything has slowed down; it suits me. Now, I can spend a whole
day just sitting down, staring in front of me. I hope things will change in
the wake of this, that people realise what needs to be different.

Installation view from mystery and dream / the self
in constant resolution / the words and the colors /
cries out who she is / deathly tired / lies ahead /
explains / dismisses / elastic envelope / poetic
documentation / the red paper like a knot on the



wall / traces of clothing / its own orbit / open
sculptures / a play / ritual / glittering and painful /
a longing to understand at Gl. Holtegaard, 2019.
Photo: David Stjernholm.

I’ve felt this paradox of, on the one hand, losing assignments and income,
but on the other having a much clearer sense of what I want to do with my
time. I don’t want to say yes to things just for a modest fee or a vague idea
that it might lead to something. The crisis has brought things to a head.

It’s awful that people are getting sick, and there’s a sense of collective
anxiety in the city. But it’s also a reminder that we aren’t immortal. We
need to keep working and get things done before it’s too late.

Your exhibition at Anna Bohman gallery in Stockholm was supposed to
open in March, then got postponed till May and is currently scheduled for
the end of August. What have you been planning to show?

I’ve worked with painting in many different ways. I hadn’t painted on
canvas for a very long time, but for a show at Gl. Holtegaard in
Copenhagen last year I took it up again. I didn’t have much time and had
to come up with a solution for a room, and it turned out well, so I’ve
continued working on canvas.

My works are quite fleeting and light, sort of temporary. But I also want
there to be something firm, like a frame or an architectural element. I did a
show at Christian Andersen in Copenhagen a few years ago when the
works were hung from a wooden moulding along the walls of the room.
For the Anna Bohman show, I’ve also been inspired by the Shaker
movement in the US and [Shaker] furniture. I’m going to use a wooden
structure to hang things on. I want it to be like body or a house,
something to be surrounded by. I showed it at Art Basel Miami last year,
but now it’ll be slightly different. I like it when things aren’t static, that you
can change a work for a new room. It’s not, “look at this nice painting of a
tree,” but much more of a process. Like people going in and out of each
other, it’s all floating, but there’s still precision.



Detail/garden view from Astrid Svangren’s
exhibition at Gl. Holtegaard in 2019. Photo: David
Stjernholm.

I know that you admire Lygia Clark and what you’re describing reminds
me of that often-quoted line from the Neo-concretist Manifesto, which
she signed: “We do not conceive of a work of art as a ‘machine’ or as an
‘object’ but as a ‘quasi-corpus’ (quasi-body) … which can only be
understood phenomenologically.”

I like that. That’s probably right. I like her work. There are a lot of
interesting Brazilian artists. Myth, life, and death are often present in their
works. I’m very interested in different ways of incorporating the body.
Painting is very corporeal in itself. Paint doesn’t have to be paint. It can by
a body fluid, it can be grass. It’s a very sensory experience for me, almost
like an act of love, the application of paint.

A lot of artists today are working with painting in performative and spatial
ways. In some cases, it’s as if painting is dead and needs to be propped up
by various interventions.

It’s not like that for me. My primary interest is painting. I think about it a
lot, what I can do to make it interesting. I want my paintings to be exact. I
have often struggled with a feeling that painting on canvas is
meaningless; is it really relevant in 2020? The canvas is difficult, it stops
me somehow. Instead, I’ve worked with all these installations, breaking



out painting into the room, trying out and dyeing different materials. But
I’ve arrived at something in my practice that justifies painting on canvas
again. It’s taken a long time, but now I feel like I can do what I’ve always
wanted, combine these different materials and make it work.

What do you mean by “I want my paintings to be exact”?

I like the feeling in art when things are not stagnant. It shouldn’t look
unfinished, but there must be a kind of mobility, a flickering expression as
if the works are on the verge of collapse, as if they can be disassembled
and then put together again.

If you want a feeling of here and now, lightness, it needs exactitude in
order to be strong, otherwise it just becomes a general aesthetic or
happenstance. I strive to have as little as possible in my works. Emotions
can be centred better if there is some kind of dryness or precision. I begin
with lots of stuff, then I gradually start removing things. I keep coming
back to the work again and again. It may look imaginative and playful, but
it is actually very precise and concentrated.

Installation view from her spinning takes place
near the mouth / I see what I eat / I eat what I see /
it is an eating that is about risk at Quartz Studio in
Torino, Italy, 2019. Photo: Beppe Giardino.

This reminds me of something I read recently in Italo Calvino’s lecture
‘Lightness’. In it, he talks about how he as a young writer realised that
there was a gap between real life, his “raw material,” and the sharpness
and agility he wanted in his writing. That there was an inertia and opacity
in the world, which would adhere to his writing if he wasn’t careful.
Lightness as an aesthetic ideal wasn’t about escaping into a world of
dreams or the irrational, but maintaining a liveliness and nimbleness of
the mind. The Swedish critic Sara Danius described Calvino’s lightness as
“the result of a persistent and patient removal of weight.” To me, this
resonates with the struggle against inertia which I see in your work, the



ways in which you are trying to get at something very fleeting, yet entirely
specific. This makes me think of some of the words that reoccur in your
titles. What do words like creased, ribbed, or crape mean?

I visualise something like a fruit. Slicing an apple, the texture of the flesh
can be creased. A grated carrot or tissue paper can be ribbed. But a
sound can also be ribbed, or someone cutting skin. Those words can be
fun and light, but also denote something disturbing. How can I articulate
something bad that has happened? I can make a black figure or a creepy
head. But how can I do it in a different way, using a different language?
What does it really feel like? The colours I work with are also associated
with this. Yellow can depict something violent or unpleasant. A crisp pink
tissue can be transformed into something completely different from what
it first denoted. You can’t have a fixed idea of what a material means.

Would it be fair to characterise your “fleeting” expression as a
counterpoint to a hard, perhaps masculine, minimalism ? 

No, I don’t think so. And I don’t believe in that dichotomy. Early in my
career, I painted girls, and that was often written about, even when there
were no girls in the work, as if it that were my only subject matter. It was
seen as nice. Sometimes it’s as if critics are afraid of the feminine; it
provokes them, or they can’t see past it. Do you have to make a big
screwdriver or a black curtain?

I think a lot about how there are many ways of expressing something.
That’s why my works have long titles too. The figurative and the abstract
can mean the same thing. I might apply some paint with my hand, and
then there’s a small chest of drawers there too, and they’re both the same
thing. I’ve always been interested in how that works. A lot is about
creating order, constructing systems. That’s probably why I like hanging
things too.



Astrid Svangren, in original violet / influenced
transparent / feeling emerald / affected by honey
yellow / worker bee / under influence of chestnut
red / singing pastel dust, 2017. Photo: Malle
Madsen.

The most recent show of yours I saw was at gallery OBRA in Malmö last
fall. I remember how you used mussels in several works. There was also a
large wooden object that reminded me of a cradle, but also a boat. It
accentuated a link between the sea and childhood, or memory, that I took
from that presentation. Is the sea analogous to memory or time, as a
binding agent?

There is something so natural about collecting seashells. Some materials
just come to me, and I like that, that direct relationship. I like the sea, but I
also like greenhouses, how the heat makes the air thick. I also like
working in heat.

But you rarely use green?

Green is difficult. Blue too. It just doesn’t look good. That’s a silly thing to
say, but for me it’s true. I have my colours: red, pink, purple, yellow.
They’re colours of the body in different ways. Those other colours stand
for something else. I also like transparency, and think of it in relation to
the materials I favour, the viscous and thick, almost like saliva.

Is transparency a colour? How does it work in relation to painting?



When I first started at Malmö Art Academy, I mainly painted on canvas.
But it was difficult, and a teacher suggested I try painting on plastic
instead. That allowed me to paint with my hands, thinking of the surface
as a noticeboard where I could put things up and wash things off. With
Plexiglas, you can paint on both sides, and transparency can also be seen
as a film or a membrane, like layers of the body. Or like the way in which
thoughts and emotions are layered.

Installation view from repetition with remembering
/ repetition without remembering / the fall is
always worth it at OBRA in Malmö, 2019. Photo:
Petra Bindel.

The Danish critic Rune Gade wrote of your show at Christian Andersen in
2017 that you displayed “a sustained, completely uninhibited desire to
explore a colour palette on the verge of opulent kitsch.” How do you know
what works, how do you maintain a clear sense of what’s right for you?

When a work isn’t right, it’s because it’s not true. It can look good, but still
be wrong. I’m hard on myself in order to not get lost. I usually write down
bullet points to remind myself what it is I’m after once I start working.

Give me an example of what a bullet point might be. An adjective?

It could be: “This painting is going to be creased.” Or it could be a
counterpoint to another painting that has something more rigid in it. Or a
sentence like: “She feels scared.” Then the work should feel exposed in
some way. I write to help myself, my titles have the same function.

I really like Sappho’s poetry fragments, and I see the fragmentary also in
relation to painting, – that the paintings can be part of a larger whole. I
think a lot about things she wrote, simple phrases like “a saffron yellow
dress.” How do you convey the feeling of that? The material, how it moves
in the wind, or the memory of wearing it?



Astrid Svangren, sustainable order/from life to self
/ a garden, a city, the universe or a forest / the red
goddess or the gold colored goddess, 2019.

Is that something that makes it possible, or at least easier, for you to
work? That is, that what you strive for is not complete comprehension; it’s
never an entirety to be solved, just a certain aspect or feeling that needs
to come to the fore?

I like fragments. It doesn’t have to be a lot of things. Recently, I’ve been
working a lot on memory and childhood. I’ve been thinking about the
sense of euphoria I had when I was a kid living in the north of Sweden,
riding my bike and spring was in the air. It was just me and my bike, and it
was all quiet. The feeling of cosmos or emptiness. What was that like?
How can I convey that? Can it be condensed to one phrase, “high spring
air,” for example?

That’s usually how we understand things, isn’t it, in art or literature, that
it’s always a certain part of something that speaks to us, that sets
something in motion.

Exactly, I think so. It’s all just fragments. With Sappho, it’s all that is left.
Everything else is gone. All we have are these bits that are part of
something bigger, that no longer exist. Yet it’s still so powerful.

I like that she is such an enigma. We don’t know much about her. It’s just
something that comes along, fleetingly, and stays for a little while.

Like your works? Will they still be intact in fifty years? I’m thinking, for
example, of Eva Hesse’s works, many of which are now crumbling to
pieces.

The paintings will last, I guess. Some of the other materials will probably
lose their colour. But I don’t really think it matters if works change over
time and become something else. Art changes; everything you live with
changes.
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A longing for the bestowed /Towards or through it /Crushed /AbsolutelyA longing for the bestowed /Towards or through it /Crushed /Absolutely
nonexistent nonexistent /Flickering uncontrollably /To be able to move again /As if the/Flickering uncontrollably /To be able to move again /As if the
sun turned pain golden,sun turned pain golden, 2012, Japanese cocoon silk paper, acrylic 2012, Japanese cocoon silk paper, acrylic

The eight uneasy sculptures that made up Astrid Svangren’s showThe eight uneasy sculptures that made up Astrid Svangren’s show
at Maria Stenfors all share the same title, a short poem: ‘A longingat Maria Stenfors all share the same title, a short poem: ‘A longing
for the bestowed / Towards or through it / Crushed / Absolutelyfor the bestowed / Towards or through it / Crushed / Absolutely
nonexistent / Flickering uncontrollably / To be able to move againnonexistent / Flickering uncontrollably / To be able to move again
/ As if the sun turned pain golden.’ Like their umbrella title, the/ As if the sun turned pain golden.’ Like their umbrella title, the
works totter between wistful melodrama and sterner edges,works totter between wistful melodrama and sterner edges,
quietly contradicting and stumbling over themselves. Each piecequietly contradicting and stumbling over themselves. Each piece
is discrete, though hardly discreet: there was a flirty coyness aboutis discrete, though hardly discreet: there was a flirty coyness about
the installation, as if Svangren’s sculptures couldn’t decide as tothe installation, as if Svangren’s sculptures couldn’t decide as to
whether they were there to function as veils hiding the spaceswhether they were there to function as veils hiding the spaces
behind them or to flaunt their own decorative intricacies. Onbehind them or to flaunt their own decorative intricacies. On
entering, a white screen (all works 2012) blocked most of theentering, a white screen (all works 2012) blocked most of the
gallery’s floor from view. All that was visible were several brightgallery’s floor from view. All that was visible were several bright
yellow, copper and gold lengths of cloth, which poured downyellow, copper and gold lengths of cloth, which poured down
from the ceiling. The majority of the works were made from clothfrom the ceiling. The majority of the works were made from cloth
and light paper, mottled and stitched together erratically. Aand light paper, mottled and stitched together erratically. A
brightly coloured yellow silk sheet, doubled over with unevenlybrightly coloured yellow silk sheet, doubled over with unevenly
painted tissue hung in mid-air, darker patches of pigment and thepainted tissue hung in mid-air, darker patches of pigment and the
occasional daub of glitter billowing as you walked past. Nearby,occasional daub of glitter billowing as you walked past. Nearby,
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paper covered in gold paint appeared like some smooth foil,paper covered in gold paint appeared like some smooth foil,
quilted together with red cloth and white cotton spilling onto thequilted together with red cloth and white cotton spilling onto the
floor.floor.

It was only in the centre of the room that it became possible to seeIt was only in the centre of the room that it became possible to see
what had been withheld from view: two flat rectangles, one awhat had been withheld from view: two flat rectangles, one a
reflective steel-like Perspex covered in torn cello tape, the other areflective steel-like Perspex covered in torn cello tape, the other a
dark translucent blue, each on separate sides of the room restingdark translucent blue, each on separate sides of the room resting
on the floor and wall. The darker one had a cloth hung casuallyon the floor and wall. The darker one had a cloth hung casually
over its top corner, its front covered in smears and squiggles ofover its top corner, its front covered in smears and squiggles of
red, purple and turquoise paint that looked like a young child’sred, purple and turquoise paint that looked like a young child’s
attempt to draw a garden. Peeking in behind the piece, the lightattempt to draw a garden. Peeking in behind the piece, the light
from the windows shone through the built-up paint to make afrom the windows shone through the built-up paint to make a
small, stained-glass effect on the wall.small, stained-glass effect on the wall.

This contrast of the heavy and dark against the light and airyThis contrast of the heavy and dark against the light and airy
works perhaps overemphasizes the polarities in Svangren’sworks perhaps overemphasizes the polarities in Svangren’s
practice: she isn’t afraid of being tacky – the reflective Perspexpractice: she isn’t afraid of being tacky – the reflective Perspex
was propped up by a painted sheep’s skin, while glitter and shinywas propped up by a painted sheep’s skin, while glitter and shiny
spraypaint clotted the delicate weaves of the materials with aspraypaint clotted the delicate weaves of the materials with a
Technicolour lustre. But this dainty exhibitionist streak wasTechnicolour lustre. But this dainty exhibitionist streak was
countered by the extreme – I could almost say ‘intimacy’, but thatcountered by the extreme – I could almost say ‘intimacy’, but that
implies sharing – privacy of the work. Several of the pieces satimplies sharing – privacy of the work. Several of the pieces sat
uncomfortably close to each other, as if trying to quieten theiruncomfortably close to each other, as if trying to quieten their
own doubts by huddling together. While you try to untangle theown doubts by huddling together. While you try to untangle the
dense layers of colour in every work, this uneven pacingdense layers of colour in every work, this uneven pacing
maintained a degree of suspense.maintained a degree of suspense.

In these folding textures, there are more than just driftingIn these folding textures, there are more than just drifting
similarities to the work of Karla Black (shown at Modern Art,similarities to the work of Karla Black (shown at Modern Art,
London, a month before) and the concurrent Alice ChannerLondon, a month before) and the concurrent Alice Channer
exhibition at South London Gallery. But where Channer makes aexhibition at South London Gallery. But where Channer makes a
bodily metonymy with the architecture from which her workbodily metonymy with the architecture from which her work
hangs, and where Black herself denies the femininity of herhangs, and where Black herself denies the femininity of her
materials, Svangren’s works are more independent of theirmaterials, Svangren’s works are more independent of their
surroundings while being more unabashedly gendered: rathersurroundings while being more unabashedly gendered: rather
than being explicitly feminine these works seem more confidentlythan being explicitly feminine these works seem more confidently
androgynous. It’s an odd sort of fractured boudoir she createsandrogynous. It’s an odd sort of fractured boudoir she creates
between the works – a sort of kitschy Baroque space fraught withbetween the works – a sort of kitschy Baroque space fraught with
tensions.tensions.

In her autobiographical essay ‘Savoir’, from the two-part bookIn her autobiographical essay ‘Savoir’, from the two-part book
VeilsVeils (2002) written with Jacques Derrida, Hélène Cixous wrote (2002) written with Jacques Derrida, Hélène Cixous wrote
of her life before the surgery that corrected her myopia: ‘She hadof her life before the surgery that corrected her myopia: ‘She had
been born with the veil in her eye […] She and Doubt were alwaysbeen born with the veil in her eye […] She and Doubt were always
inseparable: had things gone away or else was it she who mis-sawinseparable: had things gone away or else was it she who mis-saw
them? She never saw safely. Seeing was a tottering believing.them? She never saw safely. Seeing was a tottering believing.
Everything was perhaps.’ In the end, Cixous mourns the loss ofEverything was perhaps.’ In the end, Cixous mourns the loss of
her blindness, and it is this paradoxical will towards uncertaintyher blindness, and it is this paradoxical will towards uncertainty
(and the performance of that will) that seems shared in(and the performance of that will) that seems shared in
Svangren’s work. Like Cixous’ wish to return to ‘the secret non-Svangren’s work. Like Cixous’ wish to return to ‘the secret non-
seeing’, Svangren creates and undermines her own extravagantlyseeing’, Svangren creates and undermines her own extravagantly
hidden space.hidden space.

Chris Fite-WassilakChris Fite-Wassilak
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The second branch of the Stockholm museum opens with 
exhibitions from Luc Tuymans and Astrid Svangren 

Sweden has a new modern art museum: on Boxing Day, 
Stockholm’s Moderna Museet opened their second branch, housed 
in the old Rooseum building in Malmö, (which, before it was 
converted, was a derelict power station). Ostensibly inspired by the 
Tate model, the new venue – complete with a turbine hall and 
signature font – currently offers a selection from the permanent 
collection in Stockholm as well as two temporary exhibitions: Luc 
Tuymans and Astrid Svangren. 

After wandering through the relatively small museum space – 
Tuymans’ bleached-out paintings on the ground floor and old 
friends from the collection on the second floor – paying my 
respects to Robert Rauschenberg’s Monogram (1955–9), which 
has become something of a museum mascot, I find my way to 
Svangren’s installation. 

Svangren, who graduated from Malmö Art Academy in 1998 and is 
currently based in Copenhagen, has been given only one small 
gallery, but she certainly has made good use of it with her 
installation, what I remember… (2009). The complete title, or 
rather Svangren’s poem that accompanies the space, (originally in 
Swedish) reads: ‘What I remember / that I was hot with fear / a 
thin cloth/ babble and a white collar / but maintaining of a 
condition / and all that I could not see.’ The artist, who always 
carries a notebook, sees her writing as another layer to her artistic 
practice and she is often inspired by novels and poetry. 

The installation, which comprises four large panels mounted on 
the walls and an ascetic, Shaker-style wooden screen dividing the 
space, disallows for separate viewing of the works as isolated 
objects. Not confined to a single colour scheme or technique, 
Svangren’s spatial and pictorial concerns fuse into installation. 



Layers of paint, silk paper and veiled mirrors dominate the works, 
while beyond the screen a monochrome, warm red panel balances 
the space from the far wall. 

As a painter, Svangren creates her own version of the medium: silk 
paper partially covers a pink panel and spills out on to the floor in 
long sheets, which viewers must navigate. Opposite is a mirror 
covered in black and brown paint. Embedded in the lightness of 
paper and the often buoyant colours, the viewer enters into the art 
as the mirrors reflect the room and its inhabitants, in addition to 
acting as canvases. At once floating and anchored, Svangren’s 
manner of extending her crisp paintings into the gallery space is 
reassuring to say the least. 

This museum inauguration is no grand spectacle or awesome tour 
de force. Save for Svangren’s, the exhibitions don’t seem to 
celebrate the newborn institution or create novel perspectives. This 
is a long way from the ‘new institutionalism’ of the final years of 
Rooseum (which closed in 2006 due to a lack of funds) but better, 
perhaps, to play it safe. Rooseum, for all its progressive ambitions 
and commitment, was only visited by some 20,000 people in the 
year before it closed. Presumably, in order to be truly relevant and 
contribute to the regional and national art scene, Moderna Museet 
needs to be so much more. Here What I remember… proves to be 
auspicious, albeit on a small-scale. 



The Tantric
Rebirth of Venus
Who would have thought that the rebirth of Venus
would take place at a public library in Hellerup? Astrid
Svangren has transformed Tranen into a sea of fabric,
shells and braided hair.

By Maria Kjær Themsen  10.03.16  Review  Artikel på dansk

Astrid Svangren, amongst all sorts of
colours …, 2016, installation view, Tranen.
Photo: Malle Madsen.

The invitation for Astrid Svangren’s exhibition at Tranen is like the
inside of a seashell on one side, all shimmering purples and blues,
while the other features an updated version of Botticelli’s famous
Birth of Venus from 1484. In this scene, Venus, the Roman
goddess of beauty, love and fertility, is squatting beside the sea,
flowers strewn about her, her hair floating in the breeze, holding
seaweed and transparent fabrics in her hand. This is how Tranen
ushers in an entirely new season under the common heading
“Sensibility”. No more post-Internet or screen aesthetics; bring
on materiality, beauty, flowers and sea metaphors.



Astrid Svangren, amongst all
sorts of colours …, 2016,
installation view, Tranen.
Photo: Malle Madsen.

Amongst all sorts of colours venus
hair and a day of thirst a sleeping
jellyfish it is the memory place

Astrid Svangren

Tranen, Hellerup
20 February — 17 April 2016

And Astrid Svangren has pulled no punches. The entire room has
been taken over by an undulating, sensuous materiality where
foils and films slide from ceiling to floor as pastel-coloured and
transparent fabrics crush, crumple and fold in and out of each
other on the floor. On the walls are plexiglass paintings covered in
thick dollops of paints in shades of purple, glitter, gold and
squashed lavender seeds. This wealth of substances, both
organic and synthetic, on floors, walls and ceilings seem to slip in
and out of each other, making it difficult to delineate one work
from another: the whole room comes vibrantly alive like a single
organism. In the centre of the room is a wooden structure,
somewhat reminiscent of an architectural version of a dream
catcher – one side is a plexiglass painting with blue paint in
various nuances; the other features long, braided hair, seashells
and dried flowers.

At the same time the entire
installation comes close to
being a platitude, a clichéd
idea of femininity; the pastel-
coloured imagery is
cultivated and celebrated to
such a degree that it makes
you wonder. Is all this simply
a saccharine manifestation of
soft, gentle femininity? Or are
there any critical aspects
lurking within the frothy,
flouncing pastel fripperies?

When I first saw Svangren’s
work – at the solo show Vad
jeg Mins… at Moderna Museet
in 2009 – I rejected the
imagery as far too “girly” for
my tastes with all its flowing
fabrics growing out of the



canvases. But I have to admit that my sensibilities have been
seriously affected by Svangren’s work at Tranen.

Several texts about Svangren point out that she is first of all a
painter. Paintings that leave the canvas behind and grow out into
the space they occupy are not a new genre, but Svangren not only
lets painting take on (female) corporeal form in the space; she
entirely abandons all the stiffness centred on the canvas-with-oil
approach, replacing it with an completely different, sensuous,
crumpled-up sphere.

These days many artists employ approaches that draw attention
to a wider materiality, for example when Tove Storch makes
transparent, thin silk look like a solid sculptural presence in the
room, or when Aurora Passero hangs braided coloured fabrics
from the ceiling. But Svangren takes things a step further. At first
glance, Svangren’s “paintings” may look like a random mess, or
even as garbage and debris scrunched up and thrown onto the
floor. The impression is reinforced by her choice of materials,
often aluminium foil, cling film and food wrapping paper.

Astrid Svangren, amongst all sorts of
colours … (detail), 2016. Tranen. Photo:
Maria Kjær Themsen.

Svangren’s most interesting device is, however, the way in which
she replaces the stiff canvas with transparent acrylic glass with
blobs of paint smeared onto them. These in turn dissolve into
organically shaped entities made out of plastic film hanging down
from the ceiling, also with pigments applied to them. Here the
fixed, static format of painting loses its contours, becoming thin
membranes that fold in on and touch themselves. In this sense,
something stiff and unyielding has been replaced by vulva-like
formations, which are in turn mimed by the many seashells and
the ocean metaphor about liquid matter that informs the entire
exhibition.



As I watch this, I am reminded of the work by the Belgian
philosopher Luce Irigaray. According to Irigaray, our perception of
the world and our language are both based on the same metaphor,
the male phallus. This means that our culture has no language for
the female experience and female desire. Irigaray created her own
alternative to phallogocentrism by employing the metaphor of the
labia – two lips, always touching – as a trope to describe woman’s
physical, bodily language and her autoerotism. In Svangren’s
universe we find a corresponding rejection of stiff, straight, linear
structure – everything folds together organically in an
interweaving mesh of crumpled-up fabric and transparent
membranes, every surface touching another surface. And where
the sea and the sea shell act as metaphors for the female
organism and female fluidity.

Hence, the very act of insisting with such complete consistency
on a feminine, sensuous landscape is quite a subversive
statement on a Western art scene where the landscape is still
dominated by straight lines, perfect angles, white cubes and
references to theory. Our gaze still rejects pinks, purples and gold
as girly and, hence, non-valuable. Just like things that have been
curled up and thrown onto the floor belong in a dustbin, not in a
museum.

On the back of the leaflet published for this exhibition, Svangren is
quoted as saying: “What happens if I speak to all the senses
available to the spectators and stimulate them in several
directions simultaneously?”

That has a downright Tantric ring to it, and I feel that this is where
Svangren’s subversive approach takes hold: not in our heads, but
in our senses, in the body. There is something essentially, deeply
erotic about this exhibition and its plethora of folds, membranes,
fluidity and long braided hair.

Astrid Svangren, amongst all sorts of
colours …, 2016, installation view, Tranen.


